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JEREMY LEONARD: Hi ever!:Jone, I'm Jerem!:l Leonard, managing director of global lndustr!:J 

Services at Oxford Economics, and I'm reall!:J pleased to be participating in this podcast about 

the future of manufacturing and some of the resilience that we need to grapple with as we move 

into a soft patch, because it's quite interesting: Manufacturing actuall!:J is in recession as we 

speak in the sense that it has shrunk since the middle of 2022. 

It's clear that it's been quite a ride since the pandemic. We saw a massive increase in demand 

as people were locked down, demand for goods shot up, but we're starting to see a few 

changes. Those suppl!:J chain pressures that came in immediatel!:J following the pandemic, the!:J 

eased, the!:J tightened again. There's been a shift of spending to services and, all in all, there's 

been quite a lot of volatilit!:J in the market and I'd be interested in chatting with !:J OU, Bob, about 

!:J OUr perspectives on this. 

I mean clearl!:J we have a situation of rising interest rates that's going to bring headwinds, but at 

the same time we've got easing suppl!:J chain pressures and it seems like things are just going 

up, down and sidewa!:J S. And I'd just be interested in !:J OUr perspectives on where !:J OU see the 

volatilit!:J going in the future. 

ROBERT HERSH: Jerem!:l thank !:J OU, and it's a ver!:l good question, and I don't think that there's 

like a reall!:J clear-cut answer and I think that's what we're all struggling with. So if !:J OU look at 

some of the data that !:J OU just highlighted: manufacturing is in a recession, but the latest 

numbers show a slight uptick, right? And if !:J OU look at wages and salaries in manufacturing, 

the!:J 're also on an uptick. 

Capital expenditures are sort of just kind of like hovering, so there's like all this kind of mixed 

mixed data, mixed perception. And so, the wa!:l I think I would distill it down is I think we're going 

to have sort of short-term headwinds sa!:l for the next quarter or two, ma!:Jbe three. But if !:J OU 

look out farther than that, with some of the things that we're starting to see, I think !:J OU 1re going 

to see a stronger uptick in manufacturing activit!:J in the out months. So, does that mean !:J OU 

know a soft landing like the fed's tr!:Jing to engineer? I don't know. We might see a little bit more 

contraction, but I think all of the longer-term indicators actuall!:J point to a ver!:l positive stor!:l in 

m!:J opinion. 












